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Across

2. A peripheral that prints papers

3. the metal plastic box that contains the 

main components of the computer

7. the main circuit board is

12. Whats a connection port in the front of 

the computer case that lets you hear audio.

16. an electronic device that manipulates 

information, and data.

18. Every laptop has this

19. What operating system did apple 

create?

20. What is a connection port in the back 

that stores information.

22. One of the most common things in all 

computers.

24. its a basic part of the computer that 

you type on

26. The extra ports on your computer

28. term for any type handheld computer

29. when did Microsoft make windows

Down

1. Whats a connection port that turns on 

the computer.

4. What is one type of operating systems 

that has windows on it

5. Printers print

6. One basic part of a computer.

8. There used for reading books digitally.

9. The monitor works with it

10. Its another one of the most common 

things in a computer, it rhymes with roftcare

11. another important tool to communicate 

with computers, most commonly know as a 

pointing device.

13. It’s the most important software, and it 

manages the computers memory.

14. It moves the pointer like your mouse 

does.

15. A foldable computer

17. What's a difference between a 

computer and laptop

21. where your software, documents, and 

other files are stored

23. Systems short term memory.

25. A mobile computer.

27. What's another type of operating system

Word Bank

Usbport mac0s Microsoft windows printer motherboard Battery

1980s laptop E books Peripherals mouse Audio in and out

operating system touch screen mac0s touch pad hard ware power button

mobile device keyboard hard drive computer phone Computercase

computercase ram videocard software Documents


